
August 8,2003 

Division of Dockets Management (HFA-305) 
Food and Drug Administration 
5630 Fishers Lane, Room 1061 
Rockville, MD 20852 

Re: Guidance for lnd.ustry on Necessity of the Use of Food Product 
Categories in Registration of Food Facilities (Docket No. 03D-0195) 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Kraft Foods is a $30 billion global company, the largest food manufacturer 
in North America, and the second largest worldwide. Our interest in the FDA guidance 
on food product categories is directly related to our need to register and maintain 
accurate data for approximately 1000 food facilities. We welcome this opportunity to 
comment on the most recent guidance on the use of food product categories in 
registration of food facilities. 

Once again, Kraft wishes to express its appreciation for the hard work 
and long hours FDA personnel have devoted to ensu,ring tfiat the rulemakings required 
by the Bioterrorism Act are completed within the mandated’~)meframe. Krafi?has 
consistently supported the agency’s efforts in this regard. Indeed, we have invested 
considerable time and effort in developing and sharing with FDA suggestions that we 
believe will improve the agency’s proposals. Those suggestions are based on Kraft’s 
years of experience and involvement with vik-tually all seg’menfs~of the food industry. 

Publication of the guidance document seems to foreshadow a conclusipn 
by FDA in the final rule that food product category information is a necessary part of 
food facility registration. We sincerely hope that is not the case. 

Although FDA proposed to require food product category information as part of the 
registration process, Kraft and many others submitted detailed comments pointing out 
that food product categories bear no identifiable relationship to the risks of terrorist 
attack. Also, because one manufacturer’s product is another’s ingredient, relying on the 
categories to communicate with food facilities in an emergency situation might well 
result in a failure to communi,cate with, affectedfacilities, rather than the’focused and ,I. “g,-_, , G,.*_/: 
accurate communication, FDA desires. As a practical matter, determining the proper 
categories to include in a registration would be quite difficult because the 
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descriptions for some categories overlap others, yet there also products that do not 
seem to fit clearly into any of the described categories. Inconsistencies among facilities 
would be inevitable, undermining the usefulness of the ,data,colfect,t.on effort, 

If FDA is not persuaded by the comments asserting that FDA should track 
establishment types, but not product code categories, industry needs the agency at 
least to insure that the categories are designated clearly and do not overlap, so the 
correct category for any product is obvious tithout significant research. One possibility 
might be to combine some of the proposed categories into larger,‘less ambiguous .,, ,a,-,,, “\, 
categories. Through this effort targeting food categories”may be more effective and 
efficient given the relationsh~ip of ingredient to finished ‘product. An‘example of a revised 
approach is described in Attachment I. 

Many interested stakeholders spent valuable time and resources 
preparing their comments. Kraft trusts that those comments will be given full and fair 
consideration by the agency. Surely by including a provision‘reiating to submission of 
food product category information in its proposed’ rule; ‘the agency ob5iigateditself under 
the notice and comment provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act to reach a final . . . ,_.. 
conclusion on that point only after a thorough review of all comments in the record. Any 
other approach would necessarily be arbitrary. 

As FDA works to complete the registration proposal, as well as the other 
rulemakings required by the Act, we urge the agency to consider the challenges that 
compliance will,.present for all companies in the ‘food chain, as well as for the agency. 
Deploying government and industry resources as, effectjvely andefficiently as possible 
is essential. 

Thank you for your continued considerati,on, : 

Sincerely, 

Ronald J. Triani 
St-. Director, Scientific Relations 
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ATTACHED I - REVIS’ED GENERAL PRODUCT CATEGORIES ,I., _ ?. ^, > 
Categories are derived from the proposed food facility registration form, cross-referenced to the 
categories found in the Product Code.Ruj!der aqd 21CFRR.7q.3.,. 

Omitted optional selection categories. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

10) 

11) 

Alcohol 
(General Category 1) 
[2lCFR 170.3 (n)(2)] 

]2lCFR 170.3 00 (11, (4), (g), (22), (23), (37)1 
BeveraPe bases. coffees and teas, soft drinks and waters 
(General Categories 4,9,32) . ’ 
WCli’R 170.3 (n) (3), (7), WI, (35)1 
Confections w/o chocolate with chocolate (Genei;al,Ciiegories 5, s) .’ II I * ‘” ” ., \ 

WCFR 170.3 60 (3), (61, (9, (25), (3% (4311 
Cheese, cheese products, ice cream, imitation m ilk, m ilk, butter,.or dried m ilk products 
(General Categories 7,20; 24,%7) ~ ’ ^ ’ “’ 

** ir:i. <;,-..s I ,:s..*.** r *,.q;‘o,>#*;“c L i_* ?A .x.>c ;r ‘( sq.*p qr\ -~~bi.~~:~,.~~~~(j~~~~~~ ,; “*‘I ~3 * . .” > 

WCFR 170.3 (n) (51, (lo), (1% WV, W, (3% @ ljl 
Color additives, dietarv supplements, food sweeteners, food additives 

-(General Categories f0; i2,‘i6,’ 
. . . ..- “. I. 

$7) 
1 j * ._ /,, ,_.” ? 6, ” ji. 1. . ..‘>_. *,.i 

121CER 170.3 (4 (0, (2), (3), (41, (5),69, (7), @ ); (9, (lo), (10, W,(13?, (14)$15)9 (1% (1% . . ,, ., .- 
~9, m  (20), (21)~ (22), (23), (24), (25), (26), (2’j), (2g)? (29)J3?;‘(31), (32); ., 
21CFR 170.3’(n), (9), (41), (42)] 

dietar conventional foods or meal 4 .&$.~f”.-.& s ; ,\ “>. .* 
. P .? .+,> a* ., < “X”$*:,‘,r^* /^*, -ri~~~~~,r;~.,~~.-r,~-,,b~,~.“~,~.*ri”l ,I”“‘ ._ ,.,” */_ n I~ * , /, . 

WCm 170.3 (n) (9, (1% (1% (14), (17b (1% (23), (29 <2,9, (29 (31)+4h (3% GWI ._ ,, “11, ̂. .,I, 
Nuts and edible seed products 

. (General Categories 26) 
[21CFR 170.3 (II), (26), (32)] 
Fisher-v/seafood products 
(General Category 14) 
[21CFR 170.3 (n), (13), (15), (39), (40)] 
Fruits and Fruit Products 
(General Category 18) 
WCm 170.3 (n) (9, (27), @0,‘(35), (43)l II .% ., “. ;, a a_ ,_ -/._ ,,;;, / 
Meat, meat products, and poultry (FDA repulated), shell egg and egg products 
(General Categories 23,28) 

* ~ _* _ . i ,.‘i .,, ~ ,.., p, “i( ,,: _,, , /, ), ,._c ,./ , 



wcm 170.3 (n) (111, (14), (17)9 of99 (2% (34), (3% (491 *-I 

12) ve etable rotein roducts ve etables and vegetable Droductsl .P ‘) . . . L ,- P. x. .,i *.. ?-“’ -- .:. -:.‘. .‘~ _ ,.,. r_ _I ,%, .” I,( : “i Y” . ‘_ ,,, ,, -3 , 

[ZlCFR 170.3 (n), (12), (19), (33), (36) 
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